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INTERIM PAYMENT APPLICATIONS 
POST EELES

• Cobham Hire Services Ltd v Benjamin Eeles

[2009] EWCA Civ 204.



Eeles Issues

• What approach should be taken to an I.P

application where a PPO is likely?

• What is the interpretation of CPR 25.6 ie what

does “reasonable proportion” actually mean

post Damages Act?post Damages Act?

• How should “final judgement” be assessed –

is it the capitalised or not capitalised amount?



Eeles Facts

• An application for an I.P of £1.2m.

• Interims to date paid of £450,000.00.

• Conservative estimate of capitalised claims
made by Foskett J at first instance was
£3.5m.£3.5m.

• How relevant was the likelihood of the Trial
Judge wanting to make a PPO to the issue of
granting such an I.P?



Prior Case Law

• Mealing v Chelsea and Westminster NHS Trust
[2007] EWHC 3254 (QB)

– IP application for £1m.

– Interims to date paid of £773,000.00.

– Claimant’s capitalised value of claim £17m.– Claimant’s capitalised value of claim £17m.

– Defendant opposed – it would fetter the Trial
Judge’s freedom to allocate between capital and
PPO.



• Mealing continued:

– Swift J assessed broadly capitalised value of £6 -

£9m.

– A further £1m would fetter the Trial Judge and on– A further £1m would fetter the Trial Judge and on

the basis of need awarded £250,000.00 only to

pay the carers.

– Need met in a way that least restricted the Trial

Judge.



Braithwaite v Homerton University 
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust [2008] 

EWHC 535 (QB)

• Application for an I.P of £850,000.00.

• Full capitalised value of claim around £3.6m.

• On the face of it a reasonable proportion but

if PPO considered could limit the Trial Judge.



• Stanley-Burton J (as then was) could not get to
£850,00.00 by capitalising only the elements that
could reasonably be capitalised.

• But Claimant had an urgent need to purchase
suitable accommodation.

• He could on facts of case confidently predict that a• He could on facts of case confidently predict that a
Trial Judge would allocate sufficient funds for
property purchase.

• He had jurisdiction to order and exercised his
discretion to do so.



So …. Back to Eeles

• Benjamin 9 months old when injured (RTC).

• 11 years old at time of application.

• Good physical recovery but clumsy, fine

motor skills impaired. Problems with cognition

and intellect.and intellect.



• Liability – 100%.

• Interims to date of £450,000.00 mainly adapting
current family home.

• Claimant’s case:
– at some stage a larger property required
– Few in the area they lived
– Brighlington Hall!! (£840,000.00 plus £200,000.00 for– Brighlington Hall!! (£840,000.00 plus £200,000.00 for

adaptions)

• Foskett J at first instance said OK on basis that still a
reasonable proportion, notwithstanding risks of
fettering the Trial Judge on PPO.



CA – Lord Justice Dyson, Lady Justice 
Smith and Lord Justice Thomas

• A discretion – but not unfettered.

• Power extended to a “reasonable proportion”
of likely “final judgement”.

• In a PPO case “final judgement” is the actual• In a PPO case “final judgement” is the actual
capital sum element of the award.

• Such sum must be assessed conservatively.

• Importance of not fettering Trial Judge should
not be underestimated.



Process of Assessment

• Start by assessing heads of claim that are

likely to be awarded as a lump sum.

• Award a reasonable proportion (which can be

high if assessment is conservative).high if assessment is conservative).



However ………

• Cases like Braithwaite still acceptable if a

high degree of confidence of need.

• And a confident prediction that a Trial Judge 

would endorse such an approach.would endorse such an approach.



Practical Solutions

• Clear, full schedule of loss (with evidence).

• Collate all past losses to date of Trial to maximise.

• If not a protected person or child identify Claimant’s

preference eg to capitalise LOE.

• If for a property purchase get evidence re need, cost• If for a property purchase get evidence re need, cost

and why now.

• Utilise lay witness evidence.

• Utilise financial expert in exceptional cases.



STATUTORY FUNDING 

ARGUMENTS POST PETERS

• Do we still need to worry about double

recovery and failure to mitigate loss?

• If we do, what should we do to prepare

ourselves?ourselves?



Peters v East Midland Strategic Health 

Authority and Dr Halstead and Nottingham City 

Council

[2009] EWCA CIV 145

The Facts

• Chantelle Peters born with Congenital Rubella
Syndrome.Syndrome.

• Extremely disabled, limited vocabulary, effectively
blind.

• Large level of agreement on quantification of claim
save for who was going to bear the cost of caring for
her.



Defendant Health Authority Case

• LA obliged to provide care and

accommodation pursuant to Section 21

National Assistance Act 1948.

• They were so providing at the C’s current

residential home ‘The Spinnies’.residential home ‘The Spinnies’.

• Therefore no loss to the C.



Local Authority Case

• Disputed this position stating that if there was such a

duty they would look to her for a financial contribution

towards her care costs from damages.

• C would have to pay for some or all of her care.

• This created a loss which she could and should• This created a loss which she could and should

recover in the litigation.

• The LA were duly joined as a Part 20 Defendant.



Butterfield J at First Instance

Who should pay?

• If LA then this let D ‘off the hook’.

• If not LA then the D’s would have to fund a

private arrangement.



Held

• Not satisfied that LA funding would meet C’s
reasonable needs for life.

• Only way to guarantee this was to allow her
to pay for her care herself.

• Why should C give up this option and• Why should C give up this option and
become dependant on the state?

• Subject to double recovery and mitigation
issues the D’s were liable.



Defendants Appealed

• Wrong to fail to apply a reduction to C’s

damages to reflect LA duty to provide care.



CA

‘ We can see no reason … to hold that a C
who wishes to opt for self-funding and
damages in preference to reliance on … a
public authority should not be entitled to do
so as a matter of right. The C has suffered
loss … by the wrongdoing of the D. She isloss … by the wrongdoing of the D. She is
entitled to have that loss made good …
provided that there is no real risk of double
recovery …’



The Double Recovery Issue

Undertaking

• Offered by Deputy at first instance and refused by Judge
as ‘impractical and undesirable’.

• CA disagreed:-

(a) Notify COP of claim and outcome.(a) Notify COP of claim and outcome.

(b) Seek from COP:-

(i) Limit on Deputies authority to apply for
public funding.

(ii) Provision for D to be notified if application
granted.



Is an undertaking the answer?

• Possibly on a 100% recovery, protected party

case.

• Avoids the risk of a top-up PPO

(Burton v Kingsbury [2007] EWHC 2091 (QB)

• Avoids the risk of a reduced lump sum figure

at a level that Court guesses LA contribution

will be (as in Crofton).



But!!!

• How do we know how the benefits system will

change during the C’s lifetime and the impact

of such an undertaking going forwards?

• How is an undertaking worded to provide the

C with protection against the risk of givingC with protection against the risk of giving

something up that should not be given up?



Mitigation of loss issue

Freeman v Lockett [2006] EWHC 102 (QB)

Tomlinson J ‘…instinctively I recoil from the notion

that a failure to avail oneself of a state benefit could

in all circumstances be characterised as anin all circumstances be characterised as an

unreasonable failure to mitigate loss … such conduct

[is] praiseworthy and moreover calculated to

contribute to the sense of wellbeing of the person

concerned …’



Peters Argument

• D argued C must apply for and take the

accommodation which the LA are required to

provide notwithstanding her established right

of full recovery against them.

• CA held that it was reasonable for C to opt for• CA held that it was reasonable for C to opt for

self-funding rather than state funding.

• All indications from Freeman and Peters is

that the mitigation argument has no merit.



Practical approach to LA funding 

issues
• Here to stay at the moment.

• Avoid the Crofton last minute invasion via closing

submissions.

• Raise the issue proactively at an early stage. Not

committing to engaging with a LA but encouragingcommitting to engaging with a LA but encouraging

the D to confirm their case.

• Remember there is no obligation in a 100% case to

seek statutory funding – on a contributory negligence

case it might be different.



Approach

• Raise early in LOC.

• Keep chasing for the D’s position.

• Raise in Schedule and require D to plead to
points raised.

• Consider Part 18 Request for further• Consider Part 18 Request for further
confirmation.

• Raise at first CMC – think about what would
be needed to deal with the issue and how this
might impact on timetable.



What evidence?

1. LA categories of need – low, moderate,

substantial, and critical.

2. What categories currently receive funding.

3. Which level does C currently fulfil and what 

resource is available.resource is available.

4. How long can this funding be guaranteed 

for.

5. What factors impact on this.



What evidence continued …

6. What is the policy currently applied to

recoupment of past outlay.

7. Will they be recouping in this case and if so

how much and on what basis.how much and on what basis.

8. What charge for future services and if so

how much and on what basis.

9. What factors affect future charging.



What evidence continued …

10. What is their policy relating to whether
interest on capital is income and therefore
a resource taken into account for means
testing for welfare and residentialtesting for welfare and residential
services.



Contributory Negligence



Stanton v Collinson [2009] EWHC 342

• C front seat passenger (with another
passenger).

• Not wearing a seat belt.

• Primary liability conceded. Argument to
revise Froom v Butcher guidelines.revise Froom v Butcher guidelines.

• Cox J no reason to revisit [i.e. if avoided by
use of seat belt 25%, if considerably reduced
15%, if no difference 0%].



Smith v Finch [2009] EWHC 53

• C injured by speeding motorcyclist. C not
wearing a cycle helmet.

• Highway Code 2004

‘You should wear a cycle helmet which conforms to
current regulations’current regulations’

• Evidence before the Court that such helmets
provide protection against some injuries at
certain speeds.



Judge found

• Failure to wear a helmet might expose a

cyclist to risk of greater injury and:

• That it was not sensible to fail to wear a

helmet, and thus;

• A cyclist who does not wear a helmet runs the• A cyclist who does not wear a helmet runs the

risk of a finding of contributory negligence.



But!!!

• On the scientific evidence Judge found C’s

head hit the ground at faster that 12 m.p.h.

and helmets do not make a difference in

those circumstances.

• AND even if the speed was lower than 12• AND even if the speed was lower than 12

m.p.h. the Judge had seen no medical

evidence to allow him to conclude that the

injuries would have been avoided.
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FATAL ACCIDENTS ACT 1976 - Dependency

• Welsh Ambulance Services v Williams (2008) C/A

Meaning of dependency

• Train v Fletcher (2008)
Multiplier

41

Multiplier

• Arnup v White (2008)
Benefits



CARE

• Carer Rates – PNBA 2009

• Noble v Owens (2008)

• XXX v A Health Authority (2008)• XXX v A Health Authority (2008)

60 weeks p.a.

Employer pension



EARNINGS

• Ogden Tables

Leesmith v Evans (2008)

• Blamire awards

Leesmith v Evans (2008)

Palmer v Kitley (2008)

• Smith v Manchester

Morgan v UPS (2008)



• Career dreams

Collett v Smith (2008)

• Loss of Congenial Employment

Noble v Owens (2008)

• Conventional with adjustment



INTANGIBLE BENEFITS

• Beesley v New Century Group (2008)



ACCOMODATION

• Noble v Owens (2008)



HOLIDAYS

• Noble v Owens (2008)



GENERAL DAMAGES

• Kirk v Vic Hallam (2008)

• Beesley v New Century Group (2008)

• Manning v King’s College Hospital (2008)

• Smith v East & North Hertfordshire Hospitals NHS Trust



DISCOUNT RATE

• Rumour had it………………



MITIGATION

• Eaton v Johnston (2008)



LOST YEARS

• Crofts v Murton (2008)



BENEFITS

• New regs



ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES

• Jones v Royal Devon and Exeter NHS Foundation (2008)

• Noble v Owens (2008)



THANK YOU!!THANK YOU!!
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